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Competition for epidermal space
in the evolution of leaves with
high physiological rates

Summary

Leaves with high photosynthetic capacity require high transpiration

capacity. Consequently, hydraulic conductance, stomatal conduc-

tance, and assimilation capacities should be positively correlated.

These traits make independent demands on anatomical space,

particularly due to the propensity for veins to have bundle sheath

extensions that exclude stomata from the local epidermis. We

measured density and area occupation of bundle sheath extensions,

density and size of stomata and subsidiary cells, and venation

density for a sample of extant angiosperms and fossil and living

nonangiosperm tracheophytes. For most nonangiosperms, even

modest increases in vein density and stomatal conductance would

require substantial reconfigurations of anatomy. One characteristic

of the angiosperm syndrome (e.g. small cell sizes, etc.) is hierarchical

vein networks that allow expression of bundle sheath extensions in

some, but not all veins, contrasting with all-or-nothing alternatives

available with the single-order vein networks in most nonan-

giosperms. Bundle sheathmodulation is associated with higher vein

densities in three independent groups with hierarchical venation:

angiosperms,Gnetum (gymnosperm) andDipteris (fern). Anatom-

ical anddevelopmental constraints likely contribute to the stability in

leaf characteristics – and ecophysiology – seen through time in

different lineages and contribute to the uniqueness of angiosperms

in achieving the highest vein densities, stomatal densities, and

physiological rates.

Introduction

In a transpiring leaf, vapor lost from the leaf interior to the
atmospheremust be replenished via the vasculature by groundwater
absorbed by the roots. An imbalance results in either stomatal
closure and no CO2 capture or risk of cavitation due to negative
water pressures. Consequently, a positive correlation exists between
the potential for water supply to the leaf (hydraulic conductance of
the leaf, i.e. water flux/force; Kleaf) and gas exchange capacity,
whether estimated by photosynthesis (A), stomatal conductance
(gs), or stomatal pore area (i.e. the fraction of leaf surface devoted to
stomatal pores; fsp) (e.g. Sack et al., 2005; Brodribb et al., 2007).
Because mesophyll resistivity is higher than xylem resistivity

(Brodribb et al., 2007), minimization of themesophyll path length
(dm) improves hydraulic conductance. This can most readily be
achieved by increasing vein density (vein length per leaf area; Dv).
Therefore, Dv is measurable in living and fossil leaves and scales
inversely with and can provide an approximation for dm and
consequently Kleaf. In studies encompassing a broad range of
character variation, gas exchange capacity correlates to Dv (e.g.
Boyce et al., 2009; Brodribb et al., 2010, 2013; Feild et al., 2011b;
McElwain et al., 2016).

As explained later, we propose that a key conflict in leaf
construction is that hydraulic conductance and stomatal conduc-
tance should be positively correlated with each other, but that the
simultaneous increase of each of these also gives rise to antagonistic
demands on epidermal space. Stomatal conductance will depend
on the dimensions and density of stomata. Thus, the epidermal
space occupied by the stomata and their subsidiary cells will place
an upper limit on stomatal conductance (Franks &Beerling, 2009;
de Boer et al., 2016) and the interaction between stomata at high
density may force a conductance plateau (Zwieniecki et al., 2016).
A less prevalent consideration is that the tissues linked to
vasculature – and, thus, hydraulic conductance – also can entail
the exclusive occupation of epidermal space. Stomata are frequently
absent in the epidermis overlying vein paths due to the tight
packing of parenchyma cells extending to the epidermis from the
vascular bundle sheath (Armacost, 1944; Esau, 1965; Fig. 1c–h).
This is a general feature in large veins that protrude beyond the
thickness of the leaf lamina, but thinner veins that do not protrude
can also involve a column of tightly packed cells that extend from
the vascular bundle sheath to the epidermis. This bundle sheath
extension (BSE) precludes mesophyll airspace, thereby excluding
stomata. In angiosperms, major veins occur at very low densities
over the leaf (over one-order of magnitude lower thanDv: cf Boyce
et al., 2009; Sack et al., 2012). However, BSEs will be shown to
cover a wide range of values.

Extensive Dv sampling of fossil and living plants has shown that
vein densities are consistently low to moderate (< 5 mmmm�2)
acrossmost vascular plants with high (> 5mmmm�2) values largely
restricted to flowering plants (specifically, three crown clades of
angiosperms) with average (8–10mmmm�2) andmaximum values
(> 20mmmm�2) much higher than any other plants (Bond, 1989;
Boyce et al., 2009, 2017; Brodribb & Feild, 2010; Feild et al.,
2011a,b). This anatomical difference in Dv is one essential
component of a larger anatomical and physiological syndrome that
allows angiosperms to reach higher productivity and, thereby,
explore novel ecologies (Bond, 1989; Zwieniecki & Boyce, 2014;
Boyce et al., 2017), as well as opens up the possibility of higher
transpiration capacities engineering changes in climate that also
correlate with increased angiosperm diversity (Boyce & Lee, 2017).

Given the potentially transformational advantages of
angiosperm leaf characteristics, it is striking that these leaf
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characteristics are restricted to the flowering plants. Some aspects of
nonangiosperm vein anatomy and architecture may abate the
effects of low Dv over Kleaf, when compared to angiosperms (e.g.
Zwieniecki & Boyce, 2014; Xiong et al., 2018), but only with
limited impact. For instance, the geometry is such that the sameDv

will produce a lower dm with the parallel vein networks seen in
many nonangiosperms relative to the highly reticulate networks of
most angiosperms. However, this advantage at low Dv does not
appear to readily translate up to high Dv leaves. As a second
example, wider veins (frequent in nonangiosperms: Feild &
Brodribb, 2013) will technically reduce the dm path, but this
solution comes at the expense of displacing photosynthetic tissue or
reduction of mesophyll conductance. One potential explanation
for the angiosperm exclusivity of high Dv has come from a tissue
allocation perspective: with the volume occupied by veins displac-
ing photosynthetic tissue, the wide individual conduits of
angiosperm vessels allow thinner veins overall (Feild & Brodribb,
2013). While tradeoffs on internal space may well be an important
constraint (Simonin & Roddy, 2018), tradeoffs in tissue occupa-
tion may be more severe on the leaf’s surface. As an example of the
potential implication of this hypothesis, the increased variance in
gas exchange capacity seen at high vein density (e.g. Fig. 2c in
Brodribb et al., 2010; Fig. 8 in Sack et al., 2013) may reflect the
conflicting demands on epidermal space between vascular bundle
sheath extensions and stomata.

Expectations of tradeoffs on epidermal occupationmay be taken
to depend on functional interpretations of BSEs. Why are BSEs so
ubiquitous?However, a single function for all BSEs remains elusive
and good evidence is available for multiple functions. First, some
BSEs have thick-walled cells that make veins stronger to shear than
regular leaf tissue (Vincent, 1991;Choong et al., 1992). In addition
to supporting the leaf, the biomechanical reinforcement provided
by thick-walled BSE cells can also act as herbivore deterrence (e.g.
Vincent, 1991; Scheirs et al., 1997; Fig. 1c–e,h) as is consistent
with the glands, hairs, and trichomes that can grow over BSEs in
some cases (e.g. Fig. 2b). A biomechanical function is not
generalizable to all BSEs (Kawai et al., 2017), however, since
alternative structural strategies can also be viable in which BSEs are
absent or less prevalent. Extant conifers andWelwitschia have fiber
clusters underneath the epidermis – although these can similarly
exclude stomata (e.g. Esau, 1965; Fig. 1a). Ferns can have a double-
layered epidermis (Ogura, 1972). Structural support of some leaves
comes simply from turgor pressure (i.e. herbaceous plants; Read &
Stokes, 2006).

As a second potential function, BSEs can act as internal vapor
barriers preventing lateral gas diffusion within the mesophyll and,
thus, creating isolated domains within the leaf that can differ in
their gas-phase hydraulic status, intercellular CO2 concentrations,
and photosynthetic rates (i.e. heterobaric leaves; Terashima, 1992).
This function, again, can apply to some, but certainly not all, leaves
with BSEs since it requires BSEs that span the full leaf thickness to
both upper and lower epidermis while some BSEs are observed to
reach only one epidermis (e.g. Rodrigues et al., 2017). Heterobaric
leaves also require closed areoles, a trait that is similarly not
universal (Rodrigues et al., 2017). Furthermore, heterobaric leaves
require isolation of relatively small areoles while parallel or open

Fig. 1 Diversity of vascular anatomy in cross-section. Dark blue, the vascular
bundle itself, including xylem, phloem, and other cells; light blue, the
vascular bundle sheath and any bundle sheath extension (BSE); gray,
sclerenchyma,whether or not associatedwith a bundle; green,mesophyll. In
addition to full BSE investment, plants may (a, b) lack any BSEs, or (c) exhibit
only partial investment (BSE invested bundle flanked by noninvested
bundles). (c–h) When present, BSEs can take on a variety of shapes. The
figured plants are: (a)Wollemia nobilis; (b) Prosanthera lusianthus;
(c) Banksia marginata; (d)Myrcia tomentosa; (e)Oryza minuta; (f) Acer
platanoides; (g)Alethopteris sp.; (h)Cordaites principalis. Included are (a) a
conifer, (b–d, f) extant eudicots, and (e) an extant grass. Also included are
two fossil nonflowering seed plants, (g) amedullosan and (h) a cordaitalean,
both from the Late Carboniferous (c. 300million yr ago). Bars, 50 lm (f, h,
approximated). All images are newly drawn based on previously published
images of leaf cross-sections (respectively: Wylie, 1949; Mickle & Rothwell,
1982; Burrows & Bullock, 1999; Read & Stokes, 2006; Cardoso et al., 2009;
Chatterjee et al., 2016). (h) Recreated from Harms & Leisman (1961).
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dichotomous venations can only involve the enclosure of large and
highly elongate leaf areas (e.g. Terashima, 1992; Leigh et al., 2010).

A third potential function of BSEs is as a more direct path for
hydraulic conductance from vein to evaporation sites than through
the tortuous mesophyll (Zwieniecki et al., 2007; Buckley et al.,
2011), potentially abating stresses to leaf water status (Kawai et al.,
2017). In support of this, leaves exposed to the sun (and subject to
higher evaporative demands) are more frequently and densely
invested in BSEs (e.g. Wylie,1951; see Supporting Information
Notes S1). The turgor of the leaf epidermis is fundamental for
stomatal function and BSEs can form bridges between vasculature
and the epidermis, enhancing stomatal response and connectivity
to the hydraulic pathway (Buckley et al., 2011). Since lignified cells
in bundle sheaths could enhance structural support, but may
present barriers to radial water conduction (Ohtsuka et al., 2018),
alternative BSEs functions may be in conflict for some anatomies.

Ultimately, whatever range of functional possibilities for BSEs is
correct does not detract from the reality that BSEs genuinely are
common and phylogenetically widespread and that their existence
will create epidermal space where gas exchange is prevented. In the

absence of some capacity for reduced investment in BSEs, an
increase in vein density will entail an increased fraction of the leaf
surface where stomata are prohibited. Here, we survey the
characteristics of stomatal and vascular occupation of the epidermis
across the diversity of vascular plants in order to establish the
interactions expected between these parameters, particularly in
associationwith the convergent evolutions ofmoderate to high vein
densities.

Methods

Localities and taxa

Mature, leaves from canopy-reaching and sun exposed (where BSEs
are most prevalent, Notes S1) plants were collected at two tropical
forests in Panama (n = 33 species) and a temperate deciduous forest
(n = 7 species) in Maryland. The sample is composed of 32
eudicots, seven magnoliids, and one monocot, representing a total
of 25 families and including 26 species of tree and 14 (exclusively
tropical) lianas. Details on the sampling sites and collection

Fig. 2 Venation and lower epidermal morphology of Poulsenia armata (Moraceae), a tropical angiosperm tree. Upper panels: (a) veins stained with safranin;
(b) epidermal impression showing elongated epidermal cells over bundle sheath-invested venation; (c) close-up of a region of epidermal impression free of
bundle sheath extension (BSE) traces, as used for ‘areole-level’ measurements. Lower panels are examples of measurements as derived from the upper panel
images: (d) length of veins over an area (Dv); (e) fraction of area over which stomata are inhibited by epidermal expression of BSEs (fBSE); (f) fraction of area
occupied by stomatal complex as well as lines indicating width and length of guard cells (fs). Images are 100 lm across in the right-hand images and are
otherwise 800 lm across.
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methods have been described previously (Crif�o et al., 2014).
Species taxonomy, provenance and environmental characteristics
of the sites are provided in Table S1.

Data acquisition

After collection, leaves were kept in sealed bags together with wet
paper in a cooler for 6 h at most. For each species, three leaves (of
different individuals, when possible) were analyzed; the same leaves
and leaf regions were analyzed for vein density and epidermal
characters. An impression of the lower epidermis of each leaf was
taken by applying commercial nail polish and peeling the
impression with clear tape (Fig. 2b,c). For each leaf, samples were
taken at the mid-point between leaf base and apex, and halfway
between the mid-vein and the lateral leaf margin. When present,
hairs were removedbypeelingwith tape before applyingnail polish.

Epidermal impressions were digitally photographed and ana-
lyzed at variousmagnifications (95–20) as appropriate for thewide
range of stomatal densities recorded (see Table S1). The fraction of
leaf area covered by BSEs (fBSE) was measured by tracing zones of
stomata inhibition, usually linked to epidermal cell differentiation
(92–10; Fig. 2b,e); the length of the BSE paths weremeasured and
the density of BSEs (DBSE) was calculated following the rationale of
vein density:DBSE = total BSE length (mm)/measured area (mm2).
For these measurements, only areas with veins fully embedded in
the lamina were used, areas with large primary veins protruding
from the laminar plane were avoided. The average width of BSEs
(WBSE) was calculated for all data as fBSE/DBSE. For a subset of nine
species, thewidth of BSEs traces over the epidermis and the number
of cells spanning that width were directly measured (two linear
transects across the same images employed for fBSE and DBSE) (see
Table S1 for selected species). This measurement allowed compu-
tation ofWBSE as a composite of cell width and number of cells per
vein trace.

The density of stomata (counts/measured area (mm2); Ds) was
measured on three to five regions that were free of vein traces (at
magnifications ranging from95 to940; e.g. Fig. 2). The stomata
length (Ls) and guard cell width (Wgc) were measured for > 20
stomata in three different regions per leaf (at 940–63 magnifica-
tions; e.g. Fig. 2c,f). In a few species, ledges and vestibules over the
stomata may resemble guard cells; this study only considered
species with unambiguous guard cell perimeters. Stomatal pore
dimensions can also be variable and subject to distortion in
imprints of the epidermis. For this reason, the length of the
stomatal pore (Lsp) was approximated as Lsp� Lgc� 2Wgc,

assuming that a guard cell-pair approaches a torus shape when
open.The fractionof area occupied by stomata (fs ) was calculated as
the product ofDs and the area of individual stomata, approximated
as an ellipse with guard cell width and half stomatal length as semi-
minor and semi-major axis. The area of stomatal complexes
including subsidiary cells (fc) was only measured for specimens
where this trait was recognizable and consistent. The maximum
fraction of area of stomatal pores (fsp) was calculated as the product
of Ds and the area of a circumference with 0.5 Lsp as radius.

Stomatal conductance (gs; Eqn 1) was calculated following
Franks & Farquhar (2001):

gs ¼ kDsa

Wgc þ p
4

ffiffi
a
p

p Eqn 1

In this model, stomata pores are approximated as cylinders with
Wgc as depth. The aperture (a) can be approached either as circular
with radius of 0.5 Lsp or as elliptical with a major axis equal to
0.5 Lsp and a minor axis limited to 0.5 the guard cell width
(0.5Wgc). Both pore shapeswere used except in cases where 0.5Wgc

is larger than 0.5 Lsp in which case a circular aperture was assumed.
Furthermore, k is the ratio of the diffusion coefficient ofwater vapor
in air (2.429 10�5 m2 s�1) and molar volume of an ideal gas
(2.4379 10�2 m3 mol�1; both at 20°C and at sea level atmo-
spheric pressure). Other available models in the literature
(Notes S2) differ in magnitude but produce similar results
(Fig. S1). Stomata based measurements (fs, fsp, gs) were analyzed
from two different perspectives: an ‘areole’ estimate of trait density
that avoids leaf areas where BSE traces occur and a ‘whole-leaf’
estimate that weighs parameters by the fractional presence in a leaf
after accounting for the area taken by BSEs traces
(traitglobal = traitareole9 (1� fBSA)).

From the same leaves used for epidermal impressions, a 2 cm
9 2 cm leaf section was chemically cleared and stained for Dv

measurements. Vein density was measured over a 4–10 mm2

region; three Dv measurements were performed per leaf (Fig. 2d),
further details on Dv processing and acquisition are provided in
Crif�o et al. (2014). Anatomy measurements were performed with
IMAGEJ (Schneider et al., 2012) and statistical analyses with R
(v.3.4.1, R Core Team, 2017).

Complementary living and fossil nonangiosperm data were
acquired from the UC Davis plant collections, Fairchild Tropical
Botanic Gardens, and Stanford University campus, as well as from
specimen images from the literature and publicly available sources.
Given the diversity of sources, specificmethods,measurements and
taxonomic information for each datum are provided in Table S1.
However, DBSE and fBSE were recorded only for taxa were these
traits are attributable to veins. In groups where hypodermal fibers
left epidermal traces not linked to veins, those traces were not
included in measurements and DBSE was calculated from lamina
cross-sections so that this could be distinguished (e.g. Fig. 1h).
Published angiosperm measurements reporting paired inter-vein
distances (lm) with inter-bundle sheath extension distances (lm)
were converted to density (inmmmm�2) by applying an empirical
conversion factormodified from the literature (Dx = 1300/distance
in micrometers; Brodribb & Feild, 2010). This approximation lies
in between the geometric expectation for perfect parallel venation
(Dx = 1000/distance) and for perfect square venation (Dx = 2000/
distance). An exception was made where parallel venation can be
assumed, in which case Dx = 1000/distance was used. See Table 1
for trait descriptions and abbreviations.

Results

Density of veins and density of bundle sheath extensions

The relationship between DBSE and Dv can take three different
forms, with BSE investment of all veins (DBSE =Dv), no veins
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(DBSE = 0), or some, but not all veins (0 <DBSE <Dv). All three
possibilities are found within our survey (Fig. 3). Nearly all
surveyed nonangiosperms, both living and extinct, (Fig. 3 gray
panel) lack hierarchical organization of their venation with a single
order of veins feeding the lamina (with the possible addition of a

single mid-vein of greater width). These plants are restricted to a
binary all-or-nothing expression of BSEs. In our study and in
extensive surveys, such plants are only found to have low vein and
BSE densities (Fig. 3; Boyce et al., 2009). The highest observedDv

andDBSE among this category (Dv =DBSE = 5.9 mmmm�2; Boyce
et al., 2009) belong to two extinct seed plant clades, the Paleozoic
Medullosales (trees and lianas bearing large compound fronds,
common in the later Carboniferous and earlier Permian, c. 325–
295 million yr ago) and the Mesozoic Bennettitales (predomi-
nantly shrubs to small trees, bearing cycad-like fronds, common
throughout the Mesozoic, c. 250–65 million yr ago).

Plants that do not conform to an all-or-nothing approach to BSE
investment are characterized by the presence of multiple hierar-
chical levels in their venation network, allowing partial penetration
of BSEswithin that hierarchy so that awide spectrumof partial BSE
investment is possible with the only restriction being DBSE <Dv

(Fig. 3). Such leaves are found in angiosperms, the extant Gnetum,
and a few fossil seed plants, as well as ferns of the Dipteridaceae
(now restricted to the sun exposed, thicket-forming Dipteris, but
more common anddiverse in the fossil record, particularly earlier in
the Mesozoic). Although a wide diversity of vein densities is
accommodated by hierarchical venation – including overlap with
the low values of the single-order venation group – high vein

Table 1 Relevant trait descriptions, abbreviations and units in this work.

Trait Abbreviation and units

Bundle sheath extension BSE
Vein density Dv (mmmm�2)
Bundle sheath extension density DBSE (mmmm�2)
Bundle sheath extension width WBSE (lm)
Fraction of epidermal surface allocated
to bundle sheath extensions

fBSE (unit-less)

Stomatal density Ds (stomatamm�2)
Stomatal length Ls (lm)
Guard cell width Wgc (lm)
Fraction of epidermal surface
allocated to stomata

fs (unit-less)

Fraction of epidermal surface allocated
to stomatal pores

fsp (unit-less)

Fraction of epidermal surface allocated to
bundle sheath extension and stomatal pores

ftot (unit-less)

Stomatal conductance gs (mol m�2 s�1)

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Relationship between vein density and bundle sheath densitywithin individual plants and across the tracheophyte phylogeny. (a) Bundle sheath density
(DBSE) as a function of vein density (Dv). Lines associated with individual points encompass the full range of values, where available. Blue open circles,
angiosperms from the literature; blue closed circles, canopy angiosperms sampled in this study; red symbols, other taxa with hierarchical venation. Taxa with
single-order venation (orange symbols) are shown only in the expanded gray inset, with same axes as in themain figure. (b) Distribution ofDBSE andDv of taxa
organized phylogenetically. To the right of each taxonwithin the phylogeny, three columns show: symbol associatedwith the particular lineage in the left plot,
number of taxa sampled, and number of taxa for which DBSE = 0 is inferred. In the histogram, light blue (DBSE) and dark blue (Dv) boxes show the range
encompassed by the 25th and75th percentiles for data, only values ofDBSE above zero are considered. Solid lines show the complete range for bothDBSE andDv.

Outliers are shown as open circles (DBSE) and closed circles (Dv). *DBSE values inDipteridaceae, Amborellales andAustrobaileyales are derived from literature
images that specifically highlighted bundle sheath extension (BSE) traces and are, thus, likely to provide an overestimate of their density. The phylogenies were
built following topologies fromSmith et al. (2006) (ferns),Wickettet al. (2014) (extant seedplants) andAPG-IV (Chase et al.,2006) (angiosperms). The lack of
consensus for the relationships among extinct seed plants is represented as a polytomy.
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densities are almost exclusively associated with this type of leaf.
However, with hierarchical venation, high leaf vein density does
not immediately equate to high BSE density. For our extended
angiosperm dataset (our measurements plus the literature survey;
n = 128), BSE densities remain low (meanDBSE = 4.2 mmmm�2)
despite the much higher angiosperm vein densities and mostDBSE

values (third quartile: 5.7 mmmm�2) overlap with the range of
BSE and vein density values of single-order venation taxa
(maximum Dv = 5.9 mmmm�2; n = 187; in Boyce et al., 2009).
For most groups and venation types, the observed median DBSE

values occur above the expected range of major vein densities
(Dmajv; Fig. S2). Thus,DBSE does not simply reflectmajor (i.e. first-
to third-order) veins protruding beyond the plane of the epidermis
(see Fig. S2a,b for details on Dmaj).

In our extended survey, we find no conclusive evidence for the
expression of BSEs over an entire hierarchical venation network
(DBSE =Dv; Fig. 3). Canopy taxa with hierarchical venation where
no BSEs are inferred (DBSE = 0, Fig. 3) are rare: only two such
species (Marcgravia nepenthoides and Havetiopsis flexilis; see
Notes S4 for details) were identified in our survey of three forests.
However, a lack of BSEs is more prevalent in a literature sampling
of other ecosystems/functional types (e.g. herbaceous taxa;
McClendon, 1992; Fig. S2; see Notes S1 for a review). Partial
DBSE expression is also seen in the extant nonangiosperms with
hierarchical venation. Dipteris conjugata has the highest recorded
Dv among this group (Fig. 3; see Fig. S3 for sources and notes on
DBSE). Among nonangiosperm seed plants, Gnetum gnemon has a
moderate Dv conforming with other nonangiosperms; whereas a
second unidentified Gnetum species has a higher Dv. In this latter
species, epidermal occupation of the vein traces occurs consistently
for secondary veins and intermittently for third-order veins but is
absent from higher vein orders. Both sampledGnetum species have
low DBSE compared to angiosperm values. Furthermore, BSEs are
absent in the other extant Gnetales (Fig. 3; Table S1).

Epidermal space occupation by BSEs

Angiosperm BSEs are thin (mean WBSE = 49 lm, SD = 12.6 lm;
Fig. 4) and are statistically distinct from the thicker BSEs observed
in plants with single-order venation (mean = 110 lm,
SD = 37.5 lm; F test, P < 0.05; Fig. 4). Outlier angiosperms with
thicker BSEs (maximumWBSE = 110 lm) are restricted to species
with low DBSE. Individual BSE cells are narrow and vary little in
width (c. 8–15 lm) for most angiosperm species (Fig. S4). There-
fore,WBSE variability is due, instead, to the cross-sectional number
of cells composing a trace (two to seven cells across a BSE).
However, two species with unusually wide cells (> 20 lm)have also
the widest measured BSE thicknesses for any angiosperm (Figs 4,
S4). The material for comparable measurements was not available
for most species with single-order venation, however cell dimen-
sions in the literature are typically much larger; most reported
values range from20 to 40 lm, although a few taxa do approach cell
widths as small as those of angiosperms (Fig. S4; Table S1).

Despite these large differences in BSE structure, the fraction of
surface devoted to BSEs (fBSE) in both single-vein order taxa and
canopy angiosperms covers a similar range (Fig. 4) and both lamina

types have a significant positive correlation between fBSE andDBSE.
However, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test shows highly
significant differences (P < 0.001) in the slopes of linear models of
fBSE as a function of DBSE for the two groups (intercept forced at
origin and single-order vs hierarchical set as a factor). As a
consequence, high degrees of epidermal occupation are reached at
low DBSE in single-order taxa when compared to angiosperms.

Relationship of stomatal traits to vein traits

The relationship of stomata conductance to vein density is
dependent on the degree of phylogenetic inclusion. When all
plants are considered together, a strong correlation exists between

Fig. 4 Relationship between (a) bundle sheath density (DBSE) and the
averagewidth of bundle sheath extensions (BSEs), and (b) betweenDBSE and
the fraction of epidermis area occupied by BSEs (fBSE) along with box and
whisker plot of values for each of the three variables (superior and lateral
insets). Canopy angiosperms (n = 31; blue open symbols) and a sample of
taxa restricted to single-ordervenation (n = 15;orangesymbols, asdefined in
Fig. 3). Lines associated with individual angiosperm points in the two main
graphs encompass range values, when available. The x-axis scale is shared
between all graphs. The two lines in (a) are character combinations resulting
in fBSE = 0.1 (lower) and fBSE = 0.5 (upper). The two lines in (b) are outputs
from a linear model of fBSE as a function of DBSE for each venation group
(intercept forced at origin). For all box plots, the box encompasses the 25th

and 75th percentile, the horizontal line inside marks the median and the
whiskers cover the full range of values.
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vein density and the analyzed stomatal characters (stomatal area and
stomatal pore fraction), as well as two forms of stomatal
conductance derived from those characters (Notes S3; e.g. Dv vs
leaf level gs Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.56, P < 0.0001 and
R2 = 0.32; Fig. 5b). Correlations are also significant when the
hierarchical venation of angiosperms is considered in isolation
(Notes S3). Specifically with the single-order venation of nonan-
giosperms, however, vein traits and gs are not correlated – a pattern
worth dissecting.

The nonangiosperms with single-order venation show no
capacity to adjust gs along with vein density: when looking at

just the fraction of the leaf surface where stomata are possible
(i.e. the areoles between BSE traces where stomata are
excluded) then gs and vein traits are not significantly correlated
(Fig. 5a). Keeping this in mind, gs for the whole leaf must
therefore be anti-correlated with vein traits since the higher the
vein/BSE density, the less epidermal area is available for
stomata placement (see Fig. 5b), however significance calcula-
tions must be treated cautiously because of the autocorrelations
of BSE density factoring into both variables.

In contrast to nonangiosperms, angiosperms have a signif-
icant positive correlation between vein traits and gs at the
areole-level where stomata placement is possible, but then
also maintain this positive correlation at the level of the
whole leaf. How do angiosperms maintain this positive
relationship and escape the limitations seen among nonan-
giosperms? The same limitations as with nonangiosperms are
seen when BSE density is considered specifically: correlations
with gs are mostly not significant. However, among
angiosperms, BSE density need not increase as vein density
increases and a significant positive correlation between vein
density and gs still exists. (These patterns are further explored
in Notes S3; Fig. S5; see Notes S4 for high BSE invested
species details.)

Discussion

The conflicting demands on epidermal occupation mean that the
anatomy of a low vein density leaf with low physiological rates
cannot simply be scaled up to produce a high vein density leaf with
high physiological rates. As an example, Ginkgo biloba leaves have
low vein densities averaging 1.6 mmmm�2. Stomata and BSEs
were each found to occupy no more than 20% of the Ginkgo
epidermis (Fig. 6). However, increasing vein density, while
maintaining coherent increases in stomatal conductance via
associated increases in stomata epidermal occupation, would
already result in complete occupation of the epidermis by vein
traces and stomatal complexes at the modest vein density of
3 mmmm�2 – less than a third of the average angiosperm values.
Thus, a complete restructuring of leaf anatomy would be a
prerequisite for the evolution of high vein densities, as in
angiosperms. How was this achieved? Possible solutions include a
reduction in BSE width (WBSE), a reduction of the proportion of
veins expressing BSEs, and a reduction in the area of stomatal
occupation needed to affect a particular stomatal pore fraction.
Indeed, although different individual solutions have been empha-
sized in previous work (e.g. Franks & Beerling, 2009; Feild &
Brodribb, 2013; de Boer et al., 2016; Simonin&Roddy, 2018), we
found all of these potential solutions to be relevant and each would
not be adequate in isolation. For example, if the BSEs of Ginkgo
were as thin as those of the average angiosperm in this study (49
instead of 136 lm), that differencewould still only allow a coherent
increase of vein density to 4.8 mmmm�2. Similarly, ifGinkgo had
stomata similar to those of the average angiosperm, (Ls = 23 lm,
Wgc� 0.39 Ls, and retaining a ‘one cell spacing rule’), then that
would only allow a coherent increase of vein density to
6.36 mmmm�2. Only a combination of these changes allows

Fig. 5 (a) Areole-level stomatal conductance (gs) as a functionof the fraction
of area occupied by bundle sheath extensions (fBSE). (b) Leaf-level stomatal
conductance as a function of vein density (Dv). gs values in (a, b) plots are
based on elliptical stomatal apertures (see the Methods section). (c) Total
fraction of epidermal area occupied (fBSE + leaf level stomatal area fraction
(fs)) as a function of Dv. The three panels include canopy angiosperms
(n = 31; blue open symbols) and single-order venation taxa (n = 15; orange
symbols, as defined in Fig. 3). In (c), stars are values of epidermal occupation
calculated accounting for stomatal complex (stomata plus subsidiary cells)
and are joined to regularmeasurements on that specimenbyadashed line. In
each panel, the lines are outputs from a linear model between variables and
color coded according to leaf categories. Solid lines show a significant
(P < 0.05) correlation, dashed lines show nonsignificant correlations.
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access to the high Dv values observed among derived angiosperms.
The reductions in cell volumes that accompany reductions in
genome size (Masterson, 1994; but see Wang et al., 2013) also
correlate with increases in stomatal and venation density (Simonin
& Roddy, 2018). While part of the explanation, the extreme Dv

values observed among core eudicots and core magnoliids (i.e.
> 15 mmmm�2) are only spatially possible when DBSE modula-
tion is also considered (Notes S5), to our knowledge a factor that is
not linked to cell volume.

A developmental basis for BSE modulation

A survey of diverse nonangiosperms with single-order venation
shows a binary distribution with either complete BSE invest-
ment of the vein network or no BSEs at all (Fig. 3, gray inset).
All of these taxa belong to groups that remain restricted to low
Dv (Boyce et al., 2009). The lack of hierarchical organization to
their venation – with at most a midvein feeding subequal
secondary veins and no higher vein orders – has been causally
linked to marginal development in these taxa (Boyce & Knoll,
2002). Here, growth is restricted to a discrete distal zone of cell

proliferation and differentiation (e.g. Zurakowski & Gifford,
1988) allowing only for a single-order of distributary veins
directed toward the distal margin along which the growth
occurred. This marginal growth can be established as the
ancestral state for each of the multiple convergent evolutions of
multi-veined laminate leaves among different vascular plant
lineages (Boyce & Knoll, 2002).

This system of simple marginal growth resulting in a single-
order of distributary veins does not appear to allow for partial
expression of BSEs (Fig. 3). A direct consequence of complete
investment of veins in BSE should be the occupation of a large
fraction of the leaf surface, ultimately limiting the maximum vein
densities that are possible (Figs 4, 5). Indeed, fBSE exceeds 0.6 in
some of these cases. Among plants with single-order venation,
complete investiture is found in the two lineages with the highest
vein densities, the extinct Bennettitales and Medullosales
described earlier. However, the highest recorded values of Dv for
these lineages are well below even average values for angiosperms
(Boyce et al., 2009).

Known departures from the binary expression of BSEs is limited
to angiosperms,Dipteris, andGnetum (although the potential does
exist for other taxa as discussed later). Angiosperm leaves tend to
grow diffusely throughout the leaf (e.g. Poethig & Sussex, 1985),
rather than discretely at the margin, allowing the progressive
differentiation of multiple hierarchical vein orders. This mode of
growth opens up the possibility of the partial penetrance of BSEs
through the resulting vein hierarchy, with BSEs on the larger but
not the finest veins. The capacity tomodulateDBSE vsDv is likely to
be ancestral for crown-group angiosperms as a whole: among early
diverging ANA-grade angiosperms (APG-IV, 2016), partial
investment of BSEs is seen at least in both Amborella and
Austrobaileyales (Fig. 3). Consistent with their high vein densities
(Brodribb & Feild, 2010), the more derived magnoliids have BSE
modulation comparable to core eudicots (Fig. 3).

Only a limited number of taxa ever surpass a DBSE of
6 mmmm�2. A few high values seen among C4 grasses (Fig. 3)
likely reflect the essential role of bundle sheaths in C4 physiology
(e.g. photosynthetic tissue allocation: Christin et al., 2013; or light
penetration to photosynthetic tissue: Bellasio & Lundgren, 2016)
rather than any general relevance to other plants. The only other
outliers of high DBSE are in the Fagales (i.e. Quercus) and Rosales
(Moraceae), relatively close relatives within the Fabid eudicots
(Fig. 3). All other lineages of angiosperms show low degrees of BSE
investment with median values consistently within theDBSE range
of nonangiosperms (Figs 3, 4).

Several other lineages of vascular plants have evolved hierarchical
venation systems reminiscent of the angiosperms (Boyce & Knoll,
2002). Gnetum does employ partial expression of BSEs (Fig. 3).
Gnetum vein densities are variable, but include the highest values of
any nonangiosperm and overlap with the lower bound of values
observed in extensive surveys of canopy reaching angiosperms (cf
Crif�o et al., 2014).Welwitschia (also Gnetales) possesses enough of
a hierarchy that partial expression of BSEs would be possible, but
rather has no BSEs at all (Rodin, 1958; Table S1). Hierarchical
venation is also found among the leaf fossils attributed to two
poorly understood seed plant lineages that are extinct: the Permian

Fig. 6 Extrapolated space occupation as a function of stomatal conductance
towater vapor (inmol m�2 s�1) and bundle sheath extension (BSE)-invested
vein density (DBSE =Dv; in mmmm�2) for Ginkgo biloba. Stomatal density
and vein density were modeled to sustain compatible increments in
operational stomatal conductance, see the Supporting Information for
references. Characteristics of individual stoma and the epidermal occupation
of each vein were kept constant. Small panels (top) show idealized venation
and stomata for three scenarios of space occupation (not to scale). See
annotated R code in Supporting Information Methods S1 for further model
details and Notes S5 for other character combinations.
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Gigantopterids (includes at least some lianas, but little known aside
from their large dicot-like leaves) and a few Triassic leaf fossils
loosely attributed to a group called the peltasperms for which the
habit of the plant is unknown. Both of these fossil seed plant groups
lack the cuticle and relevant anatomy to verify whether DBSE

modulation is present.
Among ferns, a variety – particularly among the polypods –

possess simple vein hierarchies of two- or three-orders, but complex
and angiosperm-like hierarchical venation including many vein
orders is restricted to the Dipteridaceae (Boyce, 2005). Extensive
modulation of DBSE vs Dv can be inferred in extant Dipteris
conjugata epidermiswhere the density of traces is significantly lower
than Dv (Figs 3, S3). Among fossil dipterids, the Cretaceous
Housmannia morinii (Stockey et al., 2006) is described as having
total BSE investment.However, the Jurassic Polyphaselus stormansis
has prominent first- to third-order veins vs higher-order veins that
‘only project slightly or are more or less embedded in the lower
portion of the lamina’ (Bomfleur&Kerp, 2010), a plausible sign of
modulation in epidermal occupation.

Epidermis occupation by the vein network

The minimum BSE width observed in angiosperms can be
interpreted as a hard boundary. A direct measurement of the
width and cell numbers involved in the BSEs of selected taxa
(Fig. S4) shows that the narrow BSE widths of angiosperms reflect
consistently narrow individual cells, especially when compared to
other seed plants. A consequence of this shared characteristic is a
robust correlation betweenDBSE and fBSE in the angiospermdataset
(Fig. 4). The differences between the DBSE vs fBSE slopes of single-
order taxa and angiosperms can be linked to differences in cell size;
in the case of single-order taxa, moderate vein density with
complete BSE investment comes in spite of large BSE cells, and
resulting in very high fBSE.

The venation in a lamina serves at least four roles: translation
of water along the veins, distribution of water out of the veins,
return of sugar from photosynthesis to the plant, and lamina
biomechanical support. In the absence of hierarchy, every vein is
involved in all of the earlier-mentioned functions, presumably
resulting in a greater vein size and greater occupation of the
epidermis. Epidermal occupation could be reduced with single-
order venation by decreasing BSE width. In particular, distal
reduction in bundle width might be expected from the
biomechanical perspective of a tapered beam (Niklas, 1999).
Furthermore, progressive reduction in xylem conduit width and
number is required in order to ensure the distal depression of
xylem conductivity that results in a homogeneous supply of
water (Zwieniecki et al., 2002, 2006; Leigh et al., 2010) and
phloem cross-sectional area is modest (but correlated) to xylem
cross-sectional area (Carvalho et al., 2017). In Ginkgo biloba, the
distal BSE thickness does indeed decrease by roughly 40%
relative to the proximal value but that contrasts with a more
dramatic 80% reduction of tracheid numbers (Leigh et al.,
2010). And the limited vein taper that does exist introduces
new complications: WBSE of single-order taxa must follow a
unidirectional trend from higher occupation proximally to

lower occupation distally, resulting in heterogeneous space
occupation over the epidermis and putting further challenges on
the tuning of leaf and stomatal conductance with photosyn-
thetic capacity.

A hierarchical network allows for a discretization of function
across different vein orders. For example, leaf strength is
correlated to major vein density but not minor veins (e.g. Kawai
& Okada, 2016). Also, a transition occurs from vessel-based
xylem in major veins (transporting water mostly along the vein
path) to tracheid-based minor veins (promoting radial distribu-
tion of water; Esau, 1965; Zwieniecki et al., 2002). The
ultimate order vein of a stereotypical angiosperm is a minimal
structure specialized for water delivery, often devoid of phloem
and with one or few tracheids surrounded by a single layer of
bundle sheath that does not extend to the epidermis (Esau,
1965; e.g. minor veins in Fig. 1c). This segregation of function
allows the minimization of a large fraction of the vein network
and thereby permits higher vein densities, but can only be
achieved with hierarchical venation, as seen in dipterid ferns,
Gnetum, and angiosperms (Fig. 3).

Stomatal traits

The hypothesized epidermal conflict between stomatal conduc-
tance and BSE occupation appears to be real for nonangiosperms
with BSE invested veins: increments inDv,DBSE and fBSE translate
directly to lower leaf level gs (Notes S3; Fig. S5). Among
angiosperms the effect of gas exchange reduction (by increased
fBSE) is compensated at the leaf level by higher areole gs. The
observed restriction to low gs in nonangiosperms has been
associated with the absence of small stomata (Franks & Beerling,
2009; de Boer et al., 2016; Simonin & Roddy, 2018), a trait likely
linked to large genome size.

A final factor to consider in epidermal space occupation is that
the footprint of stomatal area can extend beyond the guard cells
themselves. Many, but not all, vascular plants have subsidiary
cells developmentally linked to their associated stoma (Rudall
et al., 2013). Within a selected sampling (Fig. 5; n = 10), the
average stomatal complex area was 3.45 times larger than the
guard cell pair, reaching up to 7.48 times larger. The five
angiosperm species with the highest fBSE lack evident subsidiary
cells, a pattern that can be interpreted (cautiously) as a strategy
allowing for high gs while reducing space occupation. Among
medullosans there is ambiguity, but the consensus is that they
too lack differentiated subsidiary cells. However, the other
extinct lineage of seed plants with modestly high vein densities,
the Bennetittales, do have a stereotypical set of subsidiary cells
consisting of one or two cells oriented parallel to each guard cell
(see Rudall et al., 2013).

Conclusions

For a large fraction of the angiosperms in our canopy sampling and
phylogenetic survey, vein density is considerably higher than
anything seen among nonangiosperms, but angiosperm BSE
density remains squarely within the BSE density range of the
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nonangiosperm taxa with single-order venation (Figs 3, 4). High
values of angiosperm DBSE are rare (Figs 3, 4). Whatever the
advantages that may be provided by increasing BSE expression,
diminishing returns must be reached at higher BSE density.
Arguments can be made for low BSE densities reflecting both
intrinsic caps to BSE utility and tradeoffs required by conflicting
demands on epidermal space.

The developmental potential to modulate vasculature inde-
pendent of BSEs evolved in a few unrelated taxa (this study;
Boyce, 2005). Both the fossil record and phylogenetic inferences
suggest that early angiosperms had a low Dv, similar to ferns and
other seed plants (Boyce et al., 2009; Feild et al., 2009, 2011a,b;
Brodribb & Feild, 2010). The subsequent evolution of high Dv

did not occur as a single transition in isolation. First, vein
networks with multiple hierarchical levels are common to early
angiosperms, but without the regularity of organization present
in derived angiosperms (Hickey & Doyle, 1977; Little et al.,
2014). Second, the distance between adjacent veins is not paired
with a similar vein-to-epidermis distance in basal angiosperms
(an expectation for equitable water distribution: Noblin et al.,
2008; Zwieniecki & Boyce, 2014). Finally, a network composed
of vessels (instead of tracheids) supports high water flux in the
leaf vasculature (Feild & Brodribb, 2013), but vessels are lacking
in early diverging groups (Feild & Wilson, 2012). Some recent
discussion regarding the exclusivity of high Dv (and productivity
in general) to the angiosperms has been focused around cell
miniaturization as an enabler (Franks & Beerling, 2009; Feild &
Brodribb, 2013; de Boer et al., 2016; Simonin & Roddy, 2018).
Some aspects of our results conform to this view. For instance,
narrow BSEs traces in the epidermis are linked to small cell
widths and the higher range of areole stomatal conductance in
high fBSE angiosperms is only possible with small stomata.
However, in the absence of hierarchical venation, the alternatives
for discretization of vein function is limited – just as hydraulic
conductance would be limited in the absence of vessels. All of
these traits form a ‘high Dv syndrome’ such that an extensive
reconfiguration of morphology and anatomy was necessary in
order to achieve the high assimilation rates of angiosperms. One
part of this syndrome is the capacity to differentially express vein
traits, including BSEs, across a vascular network with multiple
hierarchical levels, which is restricted to a developmental
pathway allowing a diffuse tissue growth and differentiation.
The evolution of this pathway may be a prerequisite for the later
evolution of dense venation networks.

A final possible explanation of the observed patterns that
must be considered: perhaps modern ferns and gymnosperms
simply have no selective pressure to maximize gas exchange
capacity per unit leaf area. Angiosperm domination in modern
mesic ecosystems means that nonangiosperm ecologies are
restricted to tolerance of limited access to water, light, or
nutrients (Bond, 1989; Watkins & Cardel�us, 2012) for which
photosynthetic capabilities and gas exchange requirements will
be reduced in any case. However, conflict between invested
venation density and space occupation (ftot) was real for the
fossil taxa that reached moderate Dv (e.g. Medullosales and

Bennettitales; see Fig. 5). The manifestation of this conflict can
be evidenced by the robust correlation between ftot and Dv

among nonangiosperm samples (Fig. 5) but not among
angiosperms. And modern ecological restrictions do not change
the fact that the anatomy of nonangiosperm leaves could not
just be scaled up to match angiosperm gas exchanges capacities
(Fig. 6) if the ecological niches in which angiosperms exhibit
high photosynthetic rates were available to nonangiosperms.
Conflicts of epidermal occupation join other leaf traits (e.g.
Zwieniecki & Boyce, 2014) in suggesting that much of the
observed ecological diversity associated with high productivity
in angiosperms may simply not have existed before the
Cretaceous evolution of flowering plants (Boyce et al., 2017).
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